
(Scoring: Deduct 4 points for each incorrect answer.) 

Name 	  

Words with the Sound of seed 

Directions: On the blank line following each prefix, write sede, ceed, or cede to spell the word correctly. 
In some words, you may need to alter the spelling slightly as you write the derivatives of the root words. 

1. Ex  ceed   ing the speed limit, the car pro  ceed   ed down the street to allow the driver to inter 

cede  with the mayor in an effort to alter the pro  ced   ure for speeding fines. 

2. After we suc  ceed   ed in establishing a dike along the swollen river, the waters began to re  cede  

3. If you will ac  cede   to represent my position in the party's platform, I'll con cede  my candidacy, 

offering you my full support as you pro  ceed   toward the nomination. 

4. These orders super  sede   those given you previously. Please pre  cede   me to the podium as I 

explain to the stockholders why our liabilities ex  ceed   ed our assets this fiscal year. 

5. The pro  ceed   ings of the conference will be published in book form along with the new pro  ced  

ures voted by the membership. 

6. Super  sed   ing the horse and buggy, the horseless carriage—the automobile—brought an ex  ceed  

ingly new and faster lifestyle. 

7. Con  ced   ing defeat, the incumbent admitted his pre  ced   ing remarks about tobacco as well as 

his re  ced   ing funds led to his downfall. 

8. To ex  ceed   our stated goals this year, we must suc  ceed   in our efforts at inter  ced   ing between 

management and workers. 

9. May Ling's forehead re  cede   s near the hairline; perhaps that explains her suc  ceed   ing in every-

thing she does. 

10. The state governors ac  cede   d in their request for more control at the local level. Their petition 

super  sede   d the previous Executive Order from the president. 

For additional practice using words with the sound of seed, complete 
Exercise 3-1 on the template diskette. 
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(Scoring: Deduct 3 points for each incorrect answer.) 
Name 	  

Applying Compound Words 
Directions: Review the guidelines on page 32 concerning the use of compound words; then complete the 
following exercise. On the blank line following each phrase or clause, rewrite the bold-faced words as (1) an 
open compound, (2) a solid compound, or (3) a hyphenated compound. 

1. an automobile's air bag 	 air bag  

2. an all American candidate 	all-American  

3. a back seat driver 	 back-seat  

4. a blow by blow description 	blow-by-blow  

5. use dental floss regularly 	dental floss  

6. a fair weather fan 	 fair-weather  

7. a fifty fifty proposition 	 fifty-fifty  

8. a dead give away 	 giveaway  

9. a dented guard rail 	 guardrail  

10. 50-cent half dollar 	 half dollar  

11. flag at half mast 	 half-mast  

12. head on collision 	 head-on  

13. the life guard on duty 	 lifeguard  

14. returned to the minor leagues 	minor leagues  

15. ninety nine of one hundred 	ninety-nine  

16. a non thesis program 	 nonthesis  

17. off the record interview 	off-the-record  

18. an out patient basis 	 outpatient  

19. it's pay back time 	 payback  

20. a pre Christmas sale 	 pre-Christmas  

21. the runner up to the winner 	runner-up  

22. a self imposed penalty 	 self-imposed  

23. a semi annual sale 	 semiannual  

24. an active smoke alarm 	smoke alarm  

25. take out food 	 take-out  

26. top secret report 	 top-secret  

27. a two edged sword 	 two-edged  

28. a wake up call 	 wake-up  

29. given walking papers 	walking papers  

30. the zip code directory 	 zip code  

Additional practice in applying compounds is found in Exercise 3-2 on 
	 the template diskette. 
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(Scoring: Deduct 2 1 /2 points for each incorrect Word + Suffix.) 

Name 	  

Words Ending in Silent e and ie 
This exercise allows you to apply the Rule Analysis of specific words and their suffixes using Rules 1 through 
3. Exercise 3-3 on the template diskette applies the same principles as you mentally brief by rule using con-
textual clues. 

Directions: Apply your knowledge of Rules 1 through 3 by combining the root word with the suffix in 
each of the following to form a completed word. Use the Rule Analysis to determine if the silent e or the ie 
should be retained or dropped; then write the completed word in the Word + Suffix column. 

ROOT 

SUFFIX 
WORD 	 ROOT 

SUFFIX 

WORD 

WORD + SUFFIX 	 WORD + SUFFIX 

1. achieve -able achievable 21. elevate -or elevator 

2. adhere -ing adhering 22. expire -ation expiration 

3. anticipate -ion anticipation 23. foreclose -ure foreclosure 

• 4. argue -ment argument 24. grace -ful graceful 

5. arrive -al arrival 25. handle -ing handling 

6. assure -ance assurance 26. improve -ment improvement 

7. blame -less blameless 27. lie -ing lying 

8. browse -ing browsing 28. manage -ment management 

9. calculate -ion calculation 29. memorize -ation memorization 

10. celebrate -ion celebration 30. peruse -al perusal 

11. cohere -ence coherence 31. please -ing pleasing 

12. colonize -ation colonization 32. postpone -ment postponement 

13. commute -ing commuting 33. pursue -ant pursuant 

14. congratulate -ions congratulations 34. rare -ity rarity 

15. continue -ance continuance 35. refuse -al refusal 

16. create -ive creative 36. retire -ment retirement 

17. debate -able debatable 37. schedule -ing scheduling 

18. dedicate -cation dedication 38. tabulate -or tabulator 

19. die -ing dying 39. televise - ion television 

20. educate -ion education 40. vie -ing vying 

[3  Apply these principles as you read from contextual sentences by 
completing Exercise 3-3 on the template diskette. 
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(Scoring: Deduct 4 points for each incorrect answer.) 
Name 	  

Words Ending in y 
Directions: After reviewing Rules 4 through 6 on page 36, brief by rule the following words. In Term A, 
underscore once the letters that require the final y to be changed to i, and underscore twice the letters that 
require the final y to be retained. In Term B, underscore twice if the suffix does not apply the rule. Check 
the illustration at the bottom of page 36 for an example of briefing by rule. 
diskette allows you to apply these words in contextual material. 

Exercise 3-4 on the template 

WORD SUFFIX TERM A TERM B WORD + SUFFIX 

1. accessory -s accessory -s accessories 

2. allergy -ic allergy -ic allergic 

3. annoy -ed annoy -ed annoyed 

4. betray -ing betray -ing betraying 

5. carry -ing carry -ing  carrying 

6. copy -er copy -er copier 

7. dictionary -es dictionary -es dictionaries 

8. employ -ees employ -ees employees 	. 

9. enjoy -ment enjoy -ment enjoyment 

10. fly -ing fly -ing flying 

11. geography -cal geography -cal geographical 

12. history -an history -an historian 

13. holiday -s holiday -s holidays 

14. identify -cation identify -cation identification 

15. inquiry -ing inquiry -ing inquiring 

laziness 16. lazy -ness lazy -ness 

17. library -an library -an librarian 

18. monkey -s monkey -s monkeys 

19. occupy -ing occupy -ing occupying 

20. portray -al portray -al portrayal 

21. query -ed query -ed queried 

22. relay -ed relay -ed relayed 

23. simplify -ing simplify -ing simplifying 

24. try -ing try -ing trying 

25. verify -cation verify -cation verification 

Apply these principles to contextual material as you complete Exercise 

3-4 on the template diskette. 
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Computer-Related Terminology 
Directions: Read each paragraph, noting the bold-faced terms, then read the definitions of the bold-faced 
terms following the paragraphs. On a separate sheet of paper, write a sentence in which each bold-faced term 
is used corrrectly, and submit it to your instructor. 

The basic language used by the computer is binary, which consists solely of ones 
and zeros. A single digit—that is, a one or a zero—is a bit, and eight of these bits com-
prise one unit called a byte. The actual circuitry work, however, is performed by chips 
under the direction of the operating system. 

1. binary. a numbering system used by computers comprising zeros and ones that indicate on and off 
situations; the computer translates all input into binary code for processing 

2. bit. short for Binary digiT, the smallest unit of information consisting of a zero or one 

3. byte. a storage unit eight bits long equivalent to one character of information, such as a single alpha-
betic letter 

4. chip. an  integrated circuit that holds the actual circuits that perform the functions of the processor 

5. operating system. the master control program that runs the computer; the first program loaded when 
the computer is booted, remaining in memory the entire time the system is on 

The programs—contained on a hard disk or on floppy disks—govern the actions 
of the computer, with the data being shown on the monitor. The programs and their 
functions are called software. The physical items, which include the peripherals as well 
as modems, are labeled hardware because they can be physically touched. 

6. program. instructions telling the computer how to perform a specific function 

7. hard disk. a magnetic disk made of iron oxide or an alloy that permanently stays in the disk drive 
for storage 

8. floppy disk. a small disk made of flexible plastic and coated with a substance that can be magnetized 
for the storing of data 

9. monitor. a television-like screen used to display data from a computer 

10. software. programs and functions written in code that instruct the computer 

11. modem. short for MOdulator-DEModulator; device that enables one computer to talk to another using 
telephone lines 

12. hardware. any tangible components of a computer system, including the computer itself, a modem, 
cables, printer, and chips 

ID Apply your knowledge of these terms as you complete Exercise 3-13 
  on the template diskette. 
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CHOICE A 
	

CHOICE B 

attendance 	 board  

bad 
	

beat 

bazaar 	 band 

best 	 biannual 

Blue 	breathe  

boulder 	 bail  

born 	 boon  

brakes 	berth  

Bridle 	 block  

buy 	bore  

cannon 	 ball  

canvas 	 bear 

(Scoring: Deduct 4 points for each incorrect answer.) 
Name 	  

Selecting the Correct Word 
Directions: In each of the following sentences, select the correct words from those given in parentheses. 
Write your choice from the first group of two or three words on the first blank line to the right of the sen-
tence (Choice A) and your choice from the second group on the second blank line (Choice B). 

1. (Attendance/Attendants) by the entire (board/bored) of 
directors stimulated the officers into acting immediately. 

2. She felt (bad/badly) that our team (beat/beet) hers by 
such a large margin. 

3. The charity (bazaar/bizarre) was officially opened as the 
centennial (band/banned) paraded around the fair-
grounds. 

4. The (best/better) article written during this (biannual/ 
biennial) period from January to June will be entered in 
a national competition. 

5. Little Boy (Blew/Blue) had to (breadth/breath/breathe) 
deeply before blowing his horn. 

6. When the huge (bolder/boulder) plummeted into the 
water, it flooded our little rowboat, causing us to 
(bail/bale) frantically. 

7. I was (born/bome) much too late to enjoy the great 
(boom/boon) the railroad brought to the West. 

8. As the engineer hit the (brakes/breaks), my head struck 
the top of the (berth/birth). 

9. (Bridal/Bridle) the horse and let's take a run around the 
(bloc/block). 

10. Lacking persuasion to get me to (buy/by/bye) the prod-
uct, the salesperson soon began to (boor/bore) me. 

11. The (cannon/canon)(ball/bawl) was ignited accidentally, 
ripping a hole in the side of the wall. 

12. The (canvas/canvass) showed a large grizzly (bare/bear) 
attempting to climb a tree. 
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(Scoring: Deduct 6 points for each incorrect answer.) 

Name 	  

Review: Business and Computer Terminologies 
Directions: Review the terminology presented in Exercises 15, 16, 33, and 34 that introduces business-
and computer-related terminologies. Read each definition below; then circle the word that is defined. 

PART 1. BUSINESS-RELATED TERMINOLOGY 

1. The amount property is worth beyond what is owed on it is the assets /equity)/ overhead. 

2. An interest yield calculated on a balance increased by each interest payment is compound interest) / 
prime rate / simple interest. 

3. A sharp  increase in prices resulting from too great an increase in money or bank credit is appreciation / 
(inflation)/  recession. 

4. The renewal of a loan using the latest interest rates is amortization / certificate of deposit /(rollover.)  

5. A charge made for the use of credit is a/an automatic overdraft loan / depreciation (finance charge) 

6. A loan made on the borrower's signature only is a/an credit / negotiable instrument (unsecured loan) 

7. General business expenses, including lighting and salaries, are all considered part of fringe benefits / 
negotiable instruments /Overhead) 

8. An item the borrower pledges as security for a loan is assets (collateral)/ promissory note. 

PART 2. COMPUTER-RELATED TERMINOLOGY 

9. Printers and other hardware devices are part of the auxiliary storage / operating system (peripherals) 

10. A storage unit equivalent to one character of information is a bit / 	/ RAM. 

11. Self-paced "earnings on the computer are referred to as@omputer-assisted instruction]/ documentation/ 
the program. 

12. A magnetic disk made of iron oxide that permanently stays in the computer is the floppy disk (hard 
disk)  / software. 

13. Additional copies of information on a secondary storage device is a/an (backup)! bootup / operating 
system. 

14. The numbering system consisting of ones and zeros is the(binar3)/ chip / memory system. 

15. Computer  storage burned into computer chips is documentation / Random Access Memory (Read Only 
Memory) 

16. Another name for the display unit on your computer is the modem /monitor)/ workstation. 
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(Scoring: Deduct 3 points for each incorrectly spelled word.) 
Name 	  

Review: The Composition of Words 
Directions: On the blank line to the right, correctly spell any misspelled words in the text preceding the 
blank line. The content of this essay is continued in Exercise 61, page 78. 

The following paragrafs relate the initial steps involved in a bill 

becomeing a federal law in the United States. A bill must be 
enacted during the current term of Congress, compriseing a two 

year period. 

Ideas for new bills are concieved from many sources including 

the president, members of Congress, other government officials, 

special interest groups, citizens, and public protests vieing to super-

cede present laws. Bills may be written by attornies or specialists. 

Some times stop-gap budget bills are hastily prepared by sponsors. 

Each bill must be sponsored by a member of the House or Sen-

ate. Although one sponsor is enof, up to 25 representatives and any 

number of senators can co-sponsor a bill. A bill may originate in 

either the House or the Senate; but if it is percieved to relate to 

taxes or spending, it must be introduced in the House. 
In the House, the sponsor introduces the bill by giveing it to the 

clerk or placeing it in a box called the "Hopper." After recieving 

the bill, the clerk breifly reads the title of the bill into the Con-

gressional Record in a proceedure called the "First Reading." The 
Government Printing Office prints the bill, often the size of a mono-

graf, and distributes copys. 

The Speaker of the House assigns the bill for study to a com-

mittee that has jurisdiction over the area. The committee studys the 

bill, then interveiws and conducts numerous testimonys from 

experts. The committee may release the bill with a recommenda-

tion to pass it, revise it, release it, or lay it aside so the House can-

not vote on it. Releaseing the bill and laying the bill aside, called 

"tableing," roufly kills it. 

If the committee procedes to give its approveal, the bill essen-

tially gets to "first-base," being placed on a calendar for action by 

the entire House. Consideration by the House begins with a read-

ing of the entire bill. After debateing, the entire House votes to 

pass or to reject it. If it sucedes by a simple majority—more than 

half of those voting—it goes to the Senate for further action. 

paragraphs  
becoming  

comprising 

two-year  
conceived 

special-interest, vying 

supersede, attorneys  

Sometimes, stopgap 

enough  

cosponsor 

perceived  

giving 
placing  

receiving, briefly 

procedure 

monograph, copies 

studies 
interviews, testimonies 

releasing 
tabling, roughly  

proceeds, approval 

first base 

debating 

 succeeds 
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